


The Story
A Sweet Goodbye was born from the desire
to keep the voice of a loved one available. It
is the story of smiling at the sound of a voice,
and of letting your voice bring comfort to
others after you're gone.

What if we could develop a simple system
where people could record a message for
their loved ones to access after they passed?
Where they could simply push a button and
hear a message and receive a hug, a smile, a
sense of warmthwhenever they needed it.

Thus began A Sweet Goodbye.



Our Purpose

We give our customers an easy to use tool,
allowing them to create a message that will be
distributed to their loved ones after they are
gone.

A Sweet Goodbye is intentionally value-priced
to allow and encourage consumers to record
messages formany people in their lives.



Who is it for?
A Sweet Goodbye has universal
appeal. There are some market
sectors that will be especially
attracted to A Sweet Goodbye.

These include:

• Baby Boomers

• First Responders

• Military Personnel (both
active duty and retired)

• People with Long Term Illness



Frequently 
Asked 
Questions

How much does A Sweet Goodbye cost?
$25 per message. Each message can be shared with up to 50 
people. 
Is there a quantity discount?
Yes, quantities of 100 or more messages are available for 
bulk pricing. 
When is A Sweet Goodbye available?
We launch to the public in August 2020
Will you have Marketing Tools available for resellers?
Yes, there will be a variety of approved marketing materials 
for promotional use.
How is the message and my information stored?
At A Sweet Goodbye we have gone to great lengths to store 
your message with all of the proper backup and security.  
Additionally, you have control of the destination of your 
message.


